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Introduction
Overweight and obesity has more than doubled in the
last 30 years, aﬀecting people worldwide and bringing
a high morbidity, mortality, and cost of treatment of
obesity-related diseases[1-2]. Bariatric surgery has been
the most eﬀective way for morbidly obese patients, with a
longstanding weight loss and improvement or resolution
of comorbidities, which is clearly better in comparison with
clinical management[3-6]. Over the last decades, there have been
several technical options to treat morbid obesity surgically, and
the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) has survived the time
sieve and be considered as referral procedure.
Some reasons may explain the conﬁdence of the bariatric
surgeons for choosing RYGB, such as the overall safety,
low related complication and mortality, the effectiveness
of providing a satisfactory weight loss in a long-term
postoperative period, the effective control of metabolic
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comorbidities such as type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)
and high blood pressure (HBP), being reproducible with
comparable results in different centers, providing good quality
of life in a longstanding follow-up with minimum side
eﬀects, and functional reversibility of the gastrointestinal tract.
Due to these advantages, the rate of sleeve gastrectomy
(SG) has been increasing worldwide. Thus, this abstract
intends to provide some reasons for the surgeons to keep
considering the RYGB as a referral procedure in surgical
treatment of morbidly obese patients.
Fifty years serving as bariatric surgery
At the beginning of 1950s, the malabsorptive procedures
such as jejunocolic and jejunoileal bypasses were proposed
as the ﬁrst attempt of surgical treatment for morbidly obese
patients[7-8]. Although having shown good outcomes in
terms of weight loss and control of comorbidities, these
procedures brought along several troubles such as nutritional
complications, diarrhea, liver and kidney damages and poor
quality of life. Faced with these diﬃculties, gastrointestinal
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surgeons were encouraged to try some different technical

the one with longest available weight loss curve. And

approaches to treat morbid obesity surgically.

the negative aspects regarding vitamins and mineral

Maybe based on the observations of sustained weight
loss experienced by patients who had undergone partial
gastrectomy with a Billroth II reconstruction, the gastric
bypass technique was proposed as surgical treatment of
severe obesity[9-10]. The series of this procedure were to design
a horizontal 100-150 ml pouch, bypass the distal stomach
and duodenum, and then connect the gastric pouch to
a short jejunal loop exactly like the classical Billroth II
reconstruction. Combining gastric restriction with intestinal
short derivation is considered as the ﬁrst generation of the
Gastric Bypass, done more than 50 years ago.
Several significant technical changes had been proposed
over the past decades in order to improve the safety, efficacy
and acceptation of this procedure. The introduction of the Rouxen-Y configuration[11] and the establishment of the laparoscopic
approach[12] were the most important ones, leading to the
modern technical design of laparoscopic RYGB.

absorption can be adequately prevented based on the
correct use of supplements over time after the operation.
Surgical options after weight regain
Currently, the relapse of morbid obesity after bariatric
surgery has worried the surgeons. After proper weight loss,
it can be seen that physiological weight regain along next
years, regardless of the type of procedure. Even though
there is no consensus on the definition of physiological
weight regain, some patients would recover an excessive
percentage of weight that was lost and some comorbidities
resulting in the loss of quality of life.
As RYGB has a long lifespan, those patients who
have undergone this procedure have already experienced
a long follow-up; and like other bariatric procedures,
there would be groups of patients showing weight regain
non-responding adequately to the operation[16-17]. In spite of

Most common bariatric procedure

this, RYGB has advantages in allowing several therapeutic

Despite the increasing use of SG, especially in the United

gastric pouch[18-20], pouch reshaping[21], endoscopic revision of the

States[13-14], RYGB is still the most common bariatric surgery

gastrointestinal anastomosis[22], elongation of the biliary limb

in the world[15] and considered as a reference technique in

and adding malabsorptive feature by being converted to a distal

the surgical treatment of morbid obesity, and the gold-

gastric bypass close to the biliopancreatic diversion[23-25].

standard procedure for reaching good and longstanding
metabolic outcomes in the morbidly obese patients.
In the next years, SG is likely to surpass RYGB in the
top position of bariatric surgery, but the stronger metabolic
effects probably will keep the RYGB as a reference procedure
in the treatment of obesity-related comorbidities, such as T2DM
and hyperlipidemia. In view of the high numbers of SG, RYGB
will be considered as the first revisional option to revise failed
sleeves regarding weight regain or intractable gastroesophageal
reﬂux disease (GERD).

strategies, such as the placement of the ring or the band around the

Leak is easier to treat
Currently, the leak rate after bariatric surgery is decreasing
over time and is now estimated less than 1%[26-28], but it is
still associated with longer hospitalization and increases overall
costs and mortality risks, so a very complex resources and skills
from the bariatric surgeon is demanded. Moreover, anastomotic
and staple-line leaks remain a major source of complication and
mortality after bariatric surgery.
Although the leak-rate of RYGB and SG is very

Long-term follow up

similar[29], the time to closure and overall morbidity seems

Among all the current bariatric techniques, RYGB is

due to the low pressure system in the gastric pouch. The

to be low in the patients undergoing RYGB, which may be
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healing time of leak will be generally limited to 30 days
[30-34]

for RYGB, while more than 3 months for SG

.
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long time, SG usually shows a weaker metabolic result,
while RYGB, especially with a longer biliopancreatic limb,
can emerge as a solution to this dilemma[41]. Additionally,

Best procedure for patients with GERD

RYGB will be likely to become a standard procedure to treat

There are increasing evidences that GERD is a condition
closely related to morbid obesity[35-36]. In morbidly obese
patients, conventional surgical treatment of GERD may

T2DM in the new era of bariatric surgery.
Revision-Reversion-Conversion

be disappointing, and the best option may be a surgical

Because of the great-accumulated experiences concerning

choice that can target both at the same time.

diﬃcult situations after RYGB, a reoperative intervention

Unlike adjustable gastric banding and SG, which are

might be necessary sometimes. A revision can be done to

frequently associated with intra-gastric high pressure,

correct a gastric ﬁstula or decrease the exaggerated size

RYGB can offer a combined therapy to morbid obesity

of the pouch and gastrointestinal anastomosis. Reversion

and GERD, with high rate of reflux improvement or

to normal anatomy should be considered for the patients

[37-38]

resolution

. Due to the diameter of the gastrointestinal

with intractable hypoglycemia, severe dumping and

anastomosis, the pressure into the gastric pouch is usually

fatiguing anemia. In some situations, a conversion for

very low, and the acid secretion decreases considerably.

another technique as SG or duodenal swith could be an

Hence, RYGB should be offered as a primary surgical

option for revising RYGB with no risks of weight regain.

option for morbidly obese patients with GERD, due to
its beneﬁts in both weight loss and symptomatic relief of
GERD, as well as the prevention of possible complications
related to reﬂux esophagitis.

Feasible and safe technique-the simplified gastric bypass
Although the RYGB is recognized as very safety and
has shown excellent outcomes in terms of excess weight

Stronger metabolic effect

loss and comorbidities improvement or resolution, it is

Currently, the control of obesity-related comorbidities such

skills from well-trained surgeons, especially when performed

as hypertension, dyslipidemia and T2DM is as essential

by laparoscopic approach. In the first year of laparoscopic

as weight loss, ushering in a new era in bariatric surgery.

RYGB, the technical steps were based on “adaption”

This can be clearly reﬂected by the International Federation

from classical laparotomy technique, probably resulting

for the Surgery of Obesity (IFSO) in adding “Metabolic

in a long gastric pouch, a restricted ring placement, the

Disorders” into its name which was followed by several

intestinal step firstly performed and gastrojejunostomy

bariatric societies all over the world.

in a retrocolic and retrogastric way, which may make

a technically demanding procedure requiring extensive

Procedures with better long-term metabolic outcomes
are those with a marked malabsorptive component, such
as biliopancreatic diversion and duodenal switch

[39]

operations take longer time and very diﬃcult to reproduce.
Based on these technical diﬃculties, we developed

.

a new systematization for laparoscopic approach, not an

However, these procedures usually come along several

“adaption”, which could be feasible, safe and reproducible

side eﬀects that can aﬀect quality of life, such as lifelong

(teaching and training), that is called simpliﬁed laparoscopic

nutritional deﬁciencies, increased bowel movements with

gastric bypass (the “Brazilian” gastric bypass).

[40]

diarrhea and bad smelling ﬂatulence . Although offering

The technical steps have been described before[42]. Brieﬂy,

a very good quality of life with minimum side effects in the

with the patient in an open-legs, reverse-trendelenburg
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position, the pneumoperitoneum is done with a Veress

using running non-absorbable 2-0 suture. In the end, the

needle direct puncture in the left upper abdominal

biliopancreatic limb is sectioned close to gastrointestinal

quadrant. Five trocars are placed (figure 1). The first

anastomosis (ﬁgure 6B). Drainage is not used routinely.

step of this procedure is to make the gastric pouch,

Experiences about the simpliﬁed gastric bypass have

starting with dissection of the esophagogastric angle and

already been accumulated for almost 15 years and more

removal of the fat pad. The lesser curvature dissection is

than 13,000 patients had been operated. And it is currently

performed with ultrasonic ligation between the second

adopted by many surgeons in various parts of the world, due

and third gastric vessels, getting access to the posterior

to its easy reproducibility for the surgeons in initial training.

gastric wall. The ﬁrst ﬁring of the linear cutting stapler is

Details of the technique can be seen in ﬁgure 1-6.

performed in horizontal guidance loaded with a 45 mm
blue cartridge (ﬁgure 2A). After dissection of the retrogastric space allowing complete visualization of the left
diaphragmatic crus, the gastric pouch is ﬁnished through
2 vertical stapling, also with 45 mm blue cartridges
(figure 2B). Both the staple lines, in the bypassed
stomach and gastric pouch are reinforced with running

Conclusion
Taking account of the reasons listed in this abstract, despite
of the increase of SG worldwide, RYGB should be still
considered as a referral procedure in the surgical treatment
of morbid obesity and its comorbidities.
（正文中文版见本卷 58-60 页）

transfixing, absorbable 3-0 sutures (figure 3). Then,
starting close to the median part of the transverse
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Figure 1 Position of the five trocars in the simplified RYGB. Figure 2 A) Horizontal stapling: starting point in creating the
gastric pouch; B) vertical gastric stapling used to make the pouch, showing the technical detail with perfect visualization of the
tip of the stapler near the esophagogastric angle and keeping a safe distance to the esophagus. Figure 3 Transfixing suture for
reinforcement of the staple line in the excluded stomach with absorbable sutures. Figure 4 Stapler used to perform the gastrojejunal
anastomosis calibrated with 15 mm probe. Figure 5 Continuous suture with nonabsorbable sutures to close the Petersen space.
Figure 6 A) Deﬁnition of the length of the alimentary loop for lateral anastomosis with the biliopancreatic loop (AA=alimentary
loop, AC=common loop; BP= biliopancreatic loop); B) section of the biliopancreatic loop near the gastroenterostomy for conversion
technique in Roux-en-Y.
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